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Nowadays, the efficiency of energy use in the Central and East-European 

(CEE) countries is insufficient, being much lower than in the “Old Europe”. The 
problem becomes increasingly pressing due to non-stop increasing prices of energy 
carriers (especially of crude oil). The authors trace the development of research 
activities in this sphere, classifying the revealed changes in parameters of energy 
consumption processes in particular time intervals into deterministic, probabilistic, 
and fuzzy.  The paper presents a thorough analysis of decision-making in the energy 
management at its different levels – normative, strategic, and operative. Particular 
attention is given to the management under uncertainty conditions – i.e. to the risk 
management. The most wanted research directions in this area proposed by the energy 
and environment policy (EEP) Center specially created for CEE countries concern 
management under risk connected with innovations, international activities, loss of 
reputation, etc.. The authors consider in detail the risk management with insufficient 
knowledge (non-knowledge) and under chaos. Much consideration is given to the 
scenario management and the game theory principles as related to the sphere of 
energy use. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most pressing problems whose solution needs a holistic approach 
is the low energy efficiency still existing in CEE countries (EU members since 
2004 included). 

The “Old” EU countries have, to a large degree, solved the problem of 
excessive energy consumption by developing modern technologies and improving 
the structure of primary energy carriers. Meanwhile, in the CEE countries high 
energy consumption reduces the economy competitiveness; this problem is urgent 
owing to progressively increasing prices of energy carriers, especially as regards 
crude oil prices. Therefore it is necessary that the energy efficiency be improved 
both in energy production and consumption spheres. 

In many developed countries lower energy consumption was achieved in 
spite of rapid economic progress: while in the 70-ties of the past century the 
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increase in energy consumption in the WE countries was 11%, their national 
income increased in this period by 33%. The same tendency, though to a smaller 
scale, could be noticed in succeeding years.    

Already in the 60-ties of the last century, research works were carried out 
into the uncertainties associated with the management of energy production and 
supply under the conditions of CEE countries. In practice, just at that time the 
indices of energy consumption often suffered considerable dispersions. The 
relevant statistics was not accurate enough, and the research results were therefore 
applied to operative diagnosis of energy consumption in particular time intervals. 
More detailed research resulted in classification of the parameters and couplings 
describing energy consumption problems. These are as follows.  

1) Deterministic: 
•  stable, resulting from: 

- organisation of technological processes, 
- planned interruptions in production, 
- assumed model of energy consumption model, 

•  unstable, resulting from: 
- transient problems, 
- partial changes in operative processes, 
- chaotic situations arisen. 

2) Probabilistic: 
•  fluctuations of technological parameters, 
•  fluctuations of energy carriers’ parameters, 
•  changes in the behaviour of people, 
•  natural implications in the discussed processes. 

3) Fuzzy: 
•  some of the parameters and couplings of a discussed process, 
•  the chosen model of energy consumption, 
•  problems resulting from non-knowledge. 

At analysing the energy consumption in technological processes of an enter-
prise, the authors suggest three logical management levels – normative (through 
regulations), strategic, and operative, where parameters and couplings have diffe-
rent aggregation (Fig. 1).   

Modelling of energy consumption and saving processes needs a penetrating 
and complex analysis, which calls for new approaches.  

First models developed in this direction took into account only deterministic 
parameters. Later on, they have progressively been extended, including also pro-
babilistic and fuzzy parameters – i.e. parameters that in principle have uncertainties 
and scatter in values. 

Under the uncertainty conditions the sensitivity analysis1 has received wide 
acceptance. Its aim is to achieve that the number of parameters and couplings be 
reduced to the most essential for the discussed process. A thorough recursive 
sensitive model structure is shown in Fig. 2. 
                                                      
1  A method of analysis which introduces variations into the explanatory variables in a model to 

examine what effect they have upon the explained variable.  
Energy Dictionary of World Energy Council. 
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Fig. 1. Logical levels of enterprise management. 

 
                                             all time used                                 sometimes used 

Fig. 2. Recursive sensitive model structure. 
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2. RESEARCH INTO RISK MANAGEMENT  
IN CEE COUNTRIES 

Under the uncertainty conditions the so-called risk management has received 
wide recognition. Since in practice it is impossible to fully avoid risk, the main 
purpose of such management is to help an enterprise (or another institution) find 
answer to the question: is it reasonable, in every particular case, to manage under 
the existing level of risk? 

The links and structure of risk management in the enterprising practice under 
the CEE conditions can be illustrated by Fig. 3. 
 

Strategic risk management 
Systematic risk identification • policy referred to risk,  

• organization 
regulations 

Risk steering and control Risk valuation and 
aggregation 

 
• risk prevention, 
• risk reduction, 
• risk compensation, 
• risk transfer (to a third party), 
• risk acceptance, 
• efficiency analysis 

 
Fig. 3. Risk management in the enterprising practice. 

In 2005, at the Energy and Environment Policy Centre (EEPC) of CEE 
countries the start was done for research into methods for organisation and 
realisation of risk management at enterprises and other institutions, especially in 
the scope of energy and environment conservation policy. Its results would allow 
defining and forecasting the state of risk management in the economic policy 
pursued by the government of a particular country.  

Based on the expert estimations made in all CEE countries, the following 
themes have been approved at the EEPC as the most important in the energy 
conservation sphere: 

1) Risk management of innovations. 
2) Management of international risk influencing energy conservation. 
3) Management of reputation risk associated with energy conservation. 
4) Management under chaos. 
5) Management with insufficient knowledge (non-knowledge). 
6) Scenario management and the game theory principles as related to the 

energy conservation sphere. 
These themes are illustrated by Fig. 4 (considered below in more detail).  
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1 – international risk, 
2 – innovation risk, 
3 – non-knowledge risk, 
4 – reputation risk, 
5 – game theory in management 
6 – chaos management 

Fig. 4. Attractiveness of planned research into risk management in CEE countries. 

Risk management of innovations in the energy conservation sphere 
Today, the innovation management has gained wide recognition. 
Of especial importance in this sphere of risk management is to develop the 

creative potential of employees and to help them acquire the knowledge needed for 
applying their ideas to practice. For this purpose complex-thinking principles 
should be employed, which could be helpful in establishing links between the 
authors of ideas and those promoting these ideas. Such thinking, when applied to 
energy saving innovations, implies taking into consideration probabilistic and/or 
fuzzy parameters as well as situations characterized with insufficient knowledge or 
with non-knowledge. 
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Therefore, competent and elastic selection among existing methods is 
needed for determination of the potential of energy saving innovations. Very useful 

Therefore, competent and elastic selection among existing methods is 
needed for determination of the potential of energy saving innovations. Very useful 
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and efficient in this scope would be analysis of experience acquired by different 
countries with similar socially-economical development conditions. Currently, fur-
ther research into the innovation risk is planned, with attraction of experts from all 
CEE countries. 
Risk management in the international context 

In the last years, the risk management problems, to an increasing degree, are 
arising also in the international activities related to the sphere of energy economy. 

Particularly, this refers to the problems stemming from wide diversity of 
methods employed by the buying and selling organisations. We should take into 
account that the risk that could be ignored on a national scale sometimes becomes 
inadmissible in the international context. Indeed, there are international conven-
tions which, being accepted by CEE countries, are obeyed to a higher degree than 
corresponding internal regulations.   

Of paramount importance all over the world are stock-exchange fluctuations, 
which affect the prices of energy carriers. Therefore better forecasts of tendencies 
are needed so that appropriate measures for compensation of changes in energy 
carrier prices could be taken to secure the survival ability for enterprises – and for 
the state as a whole.  

During realization of an international project, specific uncertainties and risk 
can arise – in particular, at implementation of a concrete innovation, owing to: 

- differing regulations accepted in a concrete state, 
- existing culture, organisation, technical measures and methods of 

management at a concrete enterprise, 
- the client’s wishes, 
- requirements imposed on a concrete project. 

Innovation management under potential risk in the projects with foreign 
participants becomes an involved problem for developing enterprises. The main 
difficulties are coming from the lack of needed information, in particular about the 
experience of other competitors. Therefore it is necessary to examine the 
methodical approaches to innovation management under risk accepted in other 
countries, especially in those with similar conditions (i.e. post-transition countries).  
Reputation in the risk management. 

By the reputation risk we understand the danger of losses that could be 
incurred by an enterprise (or another organization) resulting from its reputation. 

As known, reputation is difficult to earn but is easy to lose. It is an essential 
factor for achieving success in concrete socially-economic activities, in particular, 
in managing an enterprise (organisation).  

Today, reputation is treated as independent financial means that can be trans-
ferred to other capital carriers by the owner of a concrete enterprise. A positive 
reputation can be achieved through organisation and appropriate advertising of 
novel effects obtained by an enterprise, in particular through: 

- well organised and realised original technically-organisational inno-
vations, 

- efficient specialisation of energy conservation solutions, 
- complementary research into practical efficiency of every particular 

solution,   
- creation of appropriate culture for energy conservation activities. 
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Reputation risk is usually a result of certain events and not a casual risk. 
Therefore it can be lost – for a short time or forever. In big enterprises the loss of 
positive reputation is directly associated with the results of stock exchange 
activities; as concerns small enterprises, such a loss will be seen on regional 
markets – through a decrease in the demand for products or services of a concrete 
enterprise. 

In the scope of energy conservation, loss of positive reputation is to be 
observed after events having a negative long-term influence on the confidence in 
the enterprise both from internal and external sides.  

Currently, research works into the reputation risk are insufficient. In the 
future, it is planned to study the implications of reputation risk under the conditions 
of CEE countries (in the sphere of energy conservation included). 

Chaos Management 
The categories of uncertainties and risk are – to a progressive extent – 

related to the phenomena defined as chaos. This notion is usually contrasted with 
the lack of ordering. As we remember from mythology, chaos was treated there as 
a furious shapeless mass. Nowadays, chaos is defined as an unpredictable system 
that underlies deterministic principles. From the mathematical point of view, chaos 
is not a shapeless mass but a definite complex mathematical structure. 

It is recognised now that some deterministic systems are basically chaotic 
and unpredictable. However, chaos can be described by nonlinear equations cha-
racterizing the quality of a system. 

One of the features of a chaotic system is its unlimited sensitivity to the 
boundary conditions required for solution of the equation set describing the system. 
In other words, a minor deviation from the boundary conditions can create fully 
new functions for describing the mentioned system. If earlier this was attributed to 
errors arising at measuring the parameters, now it is recognised that this feature 
(quality) is intrinsic in every system of the kind. In this situation we are speaking 
about “deterministic chaos” – the notion that has emerged recently, although in 
classical mechanics it has long been known (in fact, the theory of chaos is based on 
the Newtonian mechanics). 

A considerable number of chaotic systems can be represented by the so-
called singular attractors (describing the tendency of a dynamic system to reach a 
definite state), which allows the chaos theory to be connected with the discipline 
known as fractal geometry. 

By “fractal” (a notion that was introduced in the year 1975 by Mandelbrot, a 
Polish scientist) we understand a fringed geometrical figure whose shape repeats in 
a smaller scale and which can be described by a fractal (not integer) dimension. 

The fractal quality notion can be met in many disciplines, and recently also 
in risk management problems (interesting enough, in practice the most successful 
enterprises possess fractal qualities, which could be observed on all management 
levels). 

Fractals and singular attractors allow for introduction of regulations 
according to which globally stable but locally variable structures can be built by 
self-organising systems. In simpler words, for efficient management of an enter-
prise it is important that such basic factors as future visions, value scales, organi-
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sational principles, etc., be known by employees, which should be able to choose 
among these factors. 

Nowadays, existing experience along with opportunities provided by inten-
sively progressing achievements of chaos theory open new ways for development 
in the scope of energy conservation. 

Management in situations without appropriate knowledge 
It is commonly noticed that just the main problems are poorly provided with 

needed information. Paradoxically enough, in the last time – that is, a time of 
progress in knowledge – permanent appearance of new forms and scopes of the so-
called non-knowledge could be observed. Situations characterised with non-
knowledge should be treated as creating additional sources of uncertainty and risk. 

Unfortunately, it is impossible all the time to substitute the scientifically-
supported knowledge for non-knowledge on a concrete problem, since there always 
are attendant problems (concerning materials, machines, equipment, qualified per-
sonnel, etc.) that  should be solved for realisation of a concrete activity (e.g., an 
innovation). Even not always is it possible to evaluate intended or non-intended 
side effects of certain activities (e.g. risk management). Science so far is unable to 
assure full knowledge, and often we have to do with is only comparative scientific 
knowledge. In the decision-making processes we have constantly to reckon with 
certain limits (or “gaps”) in our knowledge; for instance, competence limits of a 
scientific discipline, local limits for planned activities, etc. In our methods, it is 
advisable and even necessary to make allowances for both the knowledge and non-
knowledge states. 

At the present time, the following categories can be proposed for charac-
terising insufficient or absent knowledge:  

- uncertain knowledge, 
- non-scientific knowledge, 
- non-knowledge, 

with sometimes only a fuzzy border between them (even in natural sciences). For 
acting in non-knowledge situations special logic should be worked out.  

In many activities of the economy practice, such situations are increasing in 
number, since the financial allocations into the relevant research are insufficient. 
Meanwhile, non-knowledge poses tasks for science – e.g. personal limits of know-
ledge, its future horizons, improvement of common knowledge taking into account 
the most significant contexts (which is especially important for achieving definite 
socially-economic aims), etc.. It is therefore very useful to exercise standards for 
treating the notion of knowledge, not forgetting that they would allow only a 
fragmented view of a complex problem; in other words, it should be remembered 
that non-knowledge is also a factor among others in strategic thinking. 

Concerning non-knowledge in the scope of energy conservation, the most 
urgent future activities need: 

- normative directions for acting in the discussed scope (which means 
revision of existing principles); 

- institutional support; 
- complex scientific research into the risk management in non-knowledge 

situations. 
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Scenario management: the game theory principles 
Uncertainties typically met in practice of decision-making at a concrete 

enterprise create a need for complex research that would provide a thorough risk 
analysis for this enterprise. For this purpose the Scenario2 Management approach 
can be employed; with this notion another one is closely connected – the so-called 
scenario thinking based on the following methods of basic thinking: 

- complex thinking, 
- thinking open for the future, 
- strategic thinking. 

Such an approach allows for complex diagnosis of the current state of an 
enterprise and for estimation of its risk level and development potential. Of 
essential importance becomes the choice among the following scenarios:  

- surrounding scenario (relating to external problems of a system), 
- steering scenario (relating to internal problems of a system), 
- “mixed” scenario (relating to mixed problems of a system). 

In principle, all the above mentioned scenarios are based on the information 
gathered by their designers. Meanwhile, opponents are also thinking, as they try 
hard to win the competition. This explains the game theory’s coming into play, 
whose principles could be used in scenario management, especially for estimation 
of chances and risk associated with a particular problem, and for preparation of a 
better solution than that of potential competitors. The game theory can successfully 
be applied to analysis of the problems that without invoking this theory cannot 
even be noticed. Besides, the game theory allows for modelling the conflicts and 
cooperation, which are speeding-up factors for creation of all risk categories. 

What is important for risk management – the game theory takes into account 
the dynamicity of the processes in economy systems. Therefore, this theory can 
help an enterprise to adapt itself for potential changes. In practice, the game theory 
is often more helpful than exact theories in making better decisions. 

As concerns problems connected with the choice of innovations and methods 
for their realisation in the area of energy conservation, the game theory can indicate 
the ways of how to win competition. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Since the issue of energy conservation is of vital importance for CEE 
countries, it is necessary to do in this area the following: 

1.  To work out the methods for treatment of the above described risk categories. 
2.  To study the most efficient new experience in the discussed scope which 

could be adapted for the conditions of CEE countries. 
3.  To develop efficient methods for risk management under the conditions of 

CEE countries.  
It is also advisable to organise permanent exchange of experience acquired 

in CEE countries in the scope of energy conservation, especially in relation to 
specific problems characterized by probabilistic and fuzzy parameters. 
                                                      
2  Scenario is coherent and plausible combination of hypotheses, systematically compiled about the 

exogenous variables of a forecast.   
Energy Dictionary of World Energy Council 
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It is necessary to organise purposeful national programmes on the energy 
efficiency, with the aim to achieve not only a “typical” energy saving but a 
distinctive increase in the efficiency of consumed energy – that is, figuratively 
speaking, to obtain more product from smaller energy units (for instance, following 
such a principle allowed the Polish economy to develop without or with minimum 
increase in the energy consumption). 

To achieve better results in the energy use, simple stimulation methods 
employed so far are insufficient. Therefore an urgent need exists to find new effect-
ive stimulation methods that would allow complex management ensuring progress 
in this sphere.     
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RISKA VADĪBAS PROBLĒMAS ENERĢIJAS POLITIKĀ 
CENTRĀLEIROPAS UN AUSTRUMEIROPAS VALSTĪS 

R. Ney, J. Michna, J. Ekmanis, N. Zeltiņš, V. Zēbergs 

K o p s a v i l k u m s  

Patreiz Centrāleiropas un Austrumeiropas valstīs (CEAEV) enerģijas izman-
tošanas efektivitāte ir nepietiekama, tā ir mazāka nekā “Vecā Eiropā”. Problēmas 
risinājums kļūst aizvien steidzamāks sakarā ar nepārtrauktu enerģijas resursu cenu 
celšanos (sevišķi naftai). Tā kā Centrāleiropas un Austrumeiropas valstīs ir vēl 
nevienmērīga ekonomiskā attīstība, uzmanība jāvelta vadībai nenoteiktības apstāk-
ļos – t.i. riska vadībai.  

Autori detalizēti pēta tādus riska vadības veidus kā inovāciju vadību, vadību 
saistītu ar starptautiskām aktivitātēm, ar uzņēmumu reputācijas zaudēšanu utt. 
Sevišķa uzmanība veltīta riska vadībai nepietiekošu zināšanu vai to trūkumu 
apstākļos, kā arī vadībai haosa apstākļos. 
22.01.2008. 
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